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CUSTOMIZABLE DISPLAY OF ROULETTE BETTING LAYOUT

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[01] The present disclosure is directed to a roulette gaming device and particularly to a display

capable of providing customized betting layouts to players.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[02] Figure 1 illustrates a plan view of a conventional roulette table;

[03] Figure 2 illustrates a perspective view of a conventional roulette table with video terminal

betting stations;

[04] Figure 3 illustrates a block diagram of a roulette system suitable for use with at least

some embodiments of the present invention;

[05] Figure 4 illustrates an exemplary initial screen shot suitable for use on a roulette terminal

display by at least some embodiments of the present invention;

[06] Figure 5 illustrates a block diagram of a server based embodiment of a roulette system

suitable for use with the present invention;

[07] Figure 6 illustrates a mobile terminal based embodiment of a roulette system suitable for

use with the present invention;

[08] Figure 7 illustrates a flow chart of an exemplary embodiment of the methodology of the

present invention;

[09] Figure 8 illustrates an exemplary screen shot for customizing the betting layout in

accordance with at least one embodiment;

[10] Figure 9 illustrates an exemplary screen shot for deleting a betting option in accordance

with at least one embodiment;

[11] Figure 10 illustrates an exemplary screen shot for adding a betting option in accordance

with at least one embodiment;

[12] Figure 11 illustrates an exemplary screen shot for moving a betting option in accordance

with at least one embodiment;

[13] Figure 12 illustrates an exemplary screen shot for resizing a betting option in accordance

with at least one embodiment;



[14] Figure 13 illustrates an exemplary screen shot of a betting layout after customization in

accordance with at least one embodiment;

[15] Figure 14 illustrates an exemplary screen shot of a partial textual listing embodiment of

the betting layout;

[16] Figure 15 illustrates an exemplary player-tracking database in accordance with at least

one embodiment;

[17] Figures 16A-16C illustrate exemplary player-tracking mechanisms; and

[18] Figure 17 illustrates an exemplary methodology for recommending betting options to

players.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[19] Gambling remains a lucrative business for many establishments throughout the United

States. Many games of chance are offered, but such establishments are generally looking for

new games or improved versions of existing games so that the games are fresh and attract new

customers while retaining old customers. Roulette is a game that is currently under appreciated

in the United States with a corresponding lack of patrons. One potential barrier to player entry is

the confusing array of potential wagers. While the array of potential wagers may be confusing, it

also imposes a limit on betting options and is usually presented in a static format. Another

potential barrier is the speed with which the player must place her myriad bets on the betting

layout. Thus, there is a generalized need to improve the betting interface for roulette.

[20] Some embodiments improve the betting interface for roulette by allowing players to

customize an individual betting layout to include betting options the players are likely to use in

the course of gambling at the roulette game. For example, if a player never makes column bets,

the player may delete the column bet option from her individual betting layout. Likewise, if the

player likes to wager on her child's birthday numbers: seven, twenty-one, twenty and double

zero (corresponding to a birthday of July 21, 2000) as a single bet, the player may create a

customized betting option in her betting layout. Then, through a single act, the player may place

a bet on each number. Odds may be calculated for the group of numbers as a composite or

individually as practical or desired. Numerous variations on these possibilities exist as better

explained herein.

[21] Two conventional roulette tables are presented with reference to Figures 1 and 2 along

with an explanation of standard bets that may be made in conventional roulette games. Some



embodiments of the present invention are discussed thereafter beginning with reference to Figure

3 .

[22] Figure 1 illustrates a plan view of a conventional roulette table 10. The roulette table 10

typically has a planar surface 12 on which a roulette wheel 14 is positioned in such a manner that

the roulette wheel 14 may spin freely as is well understood. A betting field 16 is disposed

opposite the roulette wheel 14 and includes indicia 18 that delimit individual bet options 20.

[23] In practice, players purchase chips from the croupier and place bets by positioning their

chips relative to the indicia 18 such that a bet option 20 is selected. The croupier spins the

roulette wheel 14 and introduces a ball thereinto. The ball moves around the wheel 14 in a

direction opposite the rotation of the wheel 14. Friction slows the ball until it falls into a labeled

cup on the wheel 14 as is well understood. The croupier collects the chips from the losing

wagers and dispenses chips for the winning wagers. The process then repeats. Some tables have

a historical outcomes display that lists outcomes from previous spins. For example, outcomes

for the last ten spins may be displayed. While each spin is independent of every other spin, some

players may use this historical outcome listing to assist them in guessing which numbers are

"due" or which numbers are "hot".

[24] There are two generally recognized styles of roulette wheels 14, namely U.S. and

European. The difference between the two styles is that the U.S. style roulette wheel includes

the numbers zero through thirty-six and a double zero. In contrast, the European style roulette

wheel includes just numbers zero through thirty-six. Roulette wheel 14, as illustrated, is a U.S.

style roulette wheel and the present disclosure focuses on the U.S. style of a roulette wheel, but

the teachings set forth herein are generally applicable to a European wheel. Note that the

number placement differs between the U.S. style and the European style.

[25] Conventional betting options presented on the table 10 include the numbers individually

(a straight or straight up bet), even, odd, red, black, low (numbers one through eighteen), high

(numbers nineteen through thirty-six), first twelve (numbers one through twelve), second twelve

(numbers thirteen through twenty-four), third twelve (numbers twenty-five through thirty-six),

first column (numbers one, four, seven, ten, thirteen, sixteen, nineteen, twenty-two, twenty-five,

twenty-eight, thirty-one, and thirty-four), second column (numbers two, five, eight, eleven,

fourteen, seventeen, twenty, twenty-three, twenty-six, twenty-nine, thirty-two, and thirty-five),

and third column (numbers three, six, nine, twelve, fifteen, eighteen, twenty-one, twenty-four,



twenty-seven, thirty, thirty-three, and thirty-six). Each of these bet options has explicit indicia

18 on the table 10.

[26] There are other conventional wagers that do not have specific indicia, but whose import

is known to roulette players. A split bet is a wager on two numbers that appear next to one

another in the indicia 18. This wager is denoted by placing a chip on the line between the two

bet options (e.g., the line between one and four or twenty-nine and thirty). A street bet

(sometimes called a row bet) is a wager on three numbers on the same row. This wager is

denoted by placing a chip outside the row of numbers on which the wager rides (e.g., to wager

on one-two-three, the chip is placed on the line that is the outside edge of the three). A corner

bet is a wager on four adjoining numbers as designated by the indicia 18. This wager is denoted

by placing a chip at the four-way intersection of the four numbers (e.g., at the intersection of

thirty-one, thirty-two, thirty-four, and thirty-five). A square bet is a wager on zero, one, two, or

three and is denoted by placing the chip at the intersection of zero and three at the corner of a

European style wheel. A five number bet is similar to the square bet, but adds the double zero.

This wager is denoted by placing a chip at the intersection of zero and one, on the corner. A line

bet is in essence wagering on two streets or rows. This wager is denoted by placing a chip on the

outer intersection of the two rows in question (e.g., to bet on seven through twelve, a chip would

be placed at the outer intersection of nine and twelve).

[27] As a note of nomenclature, the roulette bets set forth above are sometimes divided into

two categories called inside bets which include straight, split, street, corner, five, and line bets

and outside bets which include red/black, odd/even, low/high, columns, and dozens.

[28] French roulette (which uses the European style wheel 14) has a number of called bets that

are honored by some gaming establishments. These bets are not typically designated by indicia

18, but may be explicitly set forth on certain tables. One called bet is the "voisins de zero" or

"neighbors of zero" which covers the arc of numbers around the zero on the wheel. Note that

since wheel 14 is a U.S. style wheel, the illustrated numbers do not match up with the recited

numbers herein; however, on an actual European style wheel, this arc of numbers includes

twenty-two, eighteen, twenty-nine, seven, twenty-eight, twelve, thirty-five, three, twenty-six,

zero, thirty-two, fifteen, nineteen, four, twenty-one, two, and twenty-five. When selected, nine

chips (or a multiple thereof) are placed, two each on the intersection of zero/two/three and

twenty-five/twenty-six/twenty-eight/twenty-nine and one each on four/seven, twelve/fifteen,



eighteen/twenty-one, nineteen/twenty-two, and thirty-two/thirty-five. A second called bet is the

"Tier du Cylindre" and covers twelve numbers with six chips (or a multiple thereof), two

numbers per chip. The numbers are twenty-seven, thirteen, thirty-six, eleven, thirty, eight,

twenty-three, ten, five, twenty-four, sixteen, and thirty-three. A third called bet is the

"Orphelins" or "Orphans" which is a bet on the bow-tied shaped middle section of the wheel not

covered by the Voisins or Tier called bets. The numbers covered are seventeen, thirty-four, six,

one, twenty, fourteen, thirty-one, and nine. When selected five chips are bet. These five chips

will cover the number one with one chip and the numbers six/nine, fourteen/seven,

seventeen/twenty, and thirty-one/thirty-four, each with one chip. A fourth called bet is a

"number and neighbor" bet which bets on the number and two neighboring numbers on each side

relative to the wheel 14. It takes five chips (or a multiple thereof) to cover this wager (one for

each number in the bet). A fifth called bet is a "final bet". This wager covers all numbers with

the same last number (e.g., four, fourteen, twenty-four, and thirty-four). It takes four chips (or a

multiple thereof) to cover this wager. Typically, only numbers one through six are eligible for

final bets because numbers seven-nine only have three instances on the wheel.

[29] A summary of the conventional wagers and the odds are presented below in table 1.

Table 1



[30] As used herein, the wagers set forth in Table 1 are defined to be standard wagers.

Conversely, as used herein, nonstandard wagers are those wagers, which are not standard wagers

as that term is defined herein.

[31] An interesting side effect of the nature of the table 10 is that roulette chips usually have

no value denomination printed on the chip. Rather, the table 10 comes with sets of different

colored chips, each usually consisting of three hundred chips of that color. When a player buys-

in, the player gets her own color, and the value of an individual chip is determined by dividing

the buy-in by the number of chips the player receives. For example, a player who buys one

hundred chips for five hundred dollars gets one hundred chips each worth five dollars. The

croupier typically places a token on top of the house stack of that color to indicate the value.

[32] A necessary consequence of the chip scheme of a normal roulette table is that the number

of players cannot exceed the number of different colors available at the table. For example, if

there are only six colors, then only six players can play at that table. Electronic roulette tables

which are not bound by a chips allow more players to play simulataneously.

[33] A conventional electronic roulette table 22 is illustrated in Figure 2. The electronic

roulette table 22 includes a wheel 24, which may be European or U.S. style that spins freely. In

place of the betting area 16, the electronic roulette table 22 includes a plurality of player

terminals 26 which include a display 28 and a user interface 30. Each display 28 presents a

video representation of a betting layout essentially identical to betting area 16 complete with

indicia 18 and bet options 20. The display 28 may be a touch screen. Players create equity

through the user interface 30, such as by inserting cash into a bill acceptor, using a cashless

receipt system, or the like. Establishing equity may create a number of credits that the player



may then use to place wagers. Wagers are then made by using the established equity (e.g.,

betting a certain number of credits) and touching the touch screen or other command functions of

the user interface 30.

[34] A croupier or other gaming establishment personnel may use a croupier screen 32 to track

the wagers as they are made. For more information about an electronic roulette table 22, the

interested reader is referred to U.S. Patent No. 6,659,866 and U.S. Patent Publication No.

2006/0094493, both of which are incorporated herein by reference in their entireties.

[35] While the conventional roulette tables 10 and 22 are adequate to present conventional

roulette games, some players, especially those who place multiple nonstandard bets or those who

have a disability limiting movement, may find it difficult to position the chips properly before

the croupier announces, "No more bets". Various embodiments address these concerns and

provide players the opportunity to customize their betting options so as to facilitate quick and

easy wagering as well as provide other advantages as will be readily apparent to those reading

the present disclosure. To this end, an exemplary embodiment modifies an electronic roulette

table 34, presented in a block diagram format in Figure 3.

[36] Table 34 includes player stations 36A, 36B. . .36N (genetically player stations 36), a

croupier station 38, a table controller 40, and a wheel 42 operatively coupled to one another

through a network such as local area network (LAN) 44.

[37] Each player station 36 includes a user interface 46, a display 48, and an optional local

controller 50. The display 48 may be thought of as part of the user interface 46 as it provides

visual output to the player. While not shown, the user interface 46 may include a keypad (e.g.,

alphanumeric, just numeric, QWERTY, or the like), a bill acceptor, a coin acceptor, a magnetic

card reader (either for establishing equity or reading a player-tracking card), an RFID

interrogator (again either for establishing equity or reading a player-tracking transponder), a coin

hopper, a cashless receipt printer, a cashless receipt acceptor, speakers, a microphone, a mouse,

joystick, touchpad, or the like. In some embodiments, various elements may be combined. For

example, the bill acceptor and the cashless receipt acceptor may utilize the same aperture and

sensor suite. Likewise, the display 48 may be a touchscreen display that doubles as a keypad,

making the display 48 even more central to the user interface 46.

[38] The optional local controller 50 may be a controller as that term is defined in the Rules of

Interpretation section of this disclosure below, and provide the functionality of the player station



36. In some embodiments, the local controller 50 is a robust element that has extensive control

over the player station 36. In other embodiments, the player station 36 is a thin client for the

table controller 40 or other remote server, and the local controller 50 has necessary and sufficient

processing capabilities and support software to effectuate this role. As explained in greater detail

below, players use the player station 36 to establish equity and make wagers. Players may use

the player station 36 to create customized bets and customize the betting layout according to

some embodiments.

[39] Note that while the player stations 36 are contemplated as being formed within the table

34, such are not required for every embodiment. Rather, the player stations 36 may be

operatively coupled to the table 34 through any appropriate network means. For example, some

player stations 36 may be embodied in mobile terminals such as cellular phones or personal

digital assistants (PDAs) communicatively coupled to the table 34 and network 44 through a

wireless interface or the like. More on such a mobile terminal embodiment is set forth below

with reference to Figure 6.

[40] The croupier station 38 may include a croupier interface 52, a display 54, and an optional

croupier controller 56. The display 54 may be thought of as part of the croupier interface 52 as it

provides visual output for the croupier. The croupier interface 52 may include the same elements

as described above for the user interface 46, although, in some embodiments, the bill acceptor

and/or the cashless receipt acceptor may be eliminated. As with the display 48, the display 54

may be touchscreen display to consolidate some of the user interface functions. The optional

croupier controller 56 may be a controller as that term is defined in the Rules of Interpretation

below. As with the local controller 50, the croupier controller 56 may be a robust element with

full control over the croupier station 38 or a thin client with the bulk of the processing being

executed at a remote location.

[41] Croupiers or other gaming establishment personnel may use the croupier station 38 to

accept wagers, close wagering, award benefits including payouts and comp points, initiate the

spinning of the wheel 42, track historical outcomes for the wheel 42, and other functions as

practical or desired. In some embodiments, the croupier may customize a player's betting layout

through the croupier station 38. Croupiers may also recommend bets based on observations of

players or their bets. Such recommended bets may be made verbally to the player along with

appropriate instructions on how to customize the player's betting layout on the player display 48



as will be explained in greater detail below. Alternatively, the croupier may make the

suggestions through the croupier station 38 and send the suggestions to the player station 36 as a

package that the player can accept or decline. Additionally, in some embodiments where the

player has created a customized betting layout or a customized bet, croupiers may need to

authorize the customization of the betting layout by players or approve customized betting

options. Such approval may be provided through the croupier station 38.

[42] The table controller 40 may be a controller as that term is defined in the Rules of

Interpretation set forth below. Specifically, the controller may include a central processing unit

(CPU) 55 and memory 57. Software programs 58 and databases 60 may be stored in memory

57. The CPU 55 may access programs 58 and databases 60 through any appropriate technique to

facilitate operation of the functions described herein. The table controller 40 may act as a server

for the client player stations 36 and croupier station 38. The table controller 40 may also be

communicatively coupled through a communication port 62 and network 64 to a remote server

(e.g., controller 108 described in greater detail below). In one embodiment, the table controller

40 may be merged with the croupier controller 50. In another embodiment, the table controller

40 may be accessed through the croupier interface 52, but remain a separate CPU 55 and

memory 57. In still another embodiment, the table controller 40 may have its own user interface

(not shown) so that personnel may interact with the table controller 40.

[43] The wheel 42 may be a physical wheel such as wheel 14 or a virtual wheel. If the wheel

42 is a virtual wheel, it may be presented on a display in a central location so that players at the

player stations 36 may view the movement of the wheel and the ball. Alternatively, the video

representation of the wheel 42 may be sent over the network 44 to the displays 48 if practical or

desired. In the event that the wheel 42 is an electronic or virtual wheel, a random number

generator may be used. Such a random number generator may generate data representing

random or pseudo-random values (referred to as "random numbers" herein). The random

number generator may generate a random number every predetermined unit of time (e.g., every

second) or in response to an initiation of a game. In the former embodiment, the generated

random numbers may be used as they are generated (e.g., the random number generated at

substantially the time of game initiation is used for that game) and/or stored for future use in the

memory 57. Such a random number generator may be embodied as a processor separate from

but working in cooperation with CPU 55. Alternatively, the random number generator may be



embodied as an algorithm, program component, or software program 58 stored in the memory 57

or other device and used to generate a random number. Other methods of determining a random

number may be employed. For example, a gaming device owner or operator may obtain sets of

random numbers that have been generated by another entity. HotBits™, for example, is a

service that provides random numbers that have been generated by timing successive pairs of

radioactive decays detected by a Geiger-Muller tube interfaced to a computer.

[44] The LAN 44 and the network 64 are networks as that term is defined in the Rules of

Interpretation below.

[45] The table 34 may include a display (not shown) that presents historical outcomes of the

wheel 42. Such a display may be an CRT, LED, LCD, or the like. In place of a dedicated

display, the historical outcomes may be made available to the players through display 48 either

displayed continuously, displayed periodically (e.g., while bets are being accepted, but not once

betting is closed or vice versa), selectively accessed through a command or menu, or the like as

practical or desired.

[46] While not illustrated, some or all of the elements set forth herein may be embodied as a

peripheral device rather than integrated into the table 34. For example, the croupier station 38 or

the historical outcome display may readily be embodied in such a peripheral device. Peripheral

devices may also be well suited for retrofitting features to an existing electronic table 34.

[47] In an alternate embodiment, the wheel 42 may allow for multiple balls to be utilized

concurrently. Exemplary multi-ball roulette wheels are disclosed in U.S. Patent Nos. 5,102,135;

5,755,440; 5,934,999; 6,497,409; 6,890,255, which are all hereby incorporated by reference in

their entireties. Further multi-ball roulette wheels are disclosed in U.S. Patent Publications

2003/0094752; 2005/0261048; and 2006/0066044, which are all hereby incorporated by

reference in their entireties. The interested reader is also referred to PCT publication WO

95/05877, which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety.

[48] Turning now to Figure 4, an exemplary screen shot of a betting layout on a player display

48 coupled with a more detailed view of an exemplary user interface 46 is presented. In its most

basic state (e.g., when a player first approaches the player station 36), the display 48 presents a

standardized betting layout 66 that provides the player the option to place wagers based on

standard bets. In particular, the betting layout 66 includes shortcut indicia through which the

player may place wagers. Shortcut indicia, as that term is used herein, means a visual



representation or indication of a potential wager, which when selected through a command or

input, facilitates placing the potential wager. While the shortcut indicia may have a wager

amount associated with it, in its broadest sense, the shortcut indicia need not have a wager

amount associated with it.

[49] If the display 48 is a touch screen, the player may touch a number button 68 to place a

straight up bet, touch a row button 70 to place a row bet, touch a column button 72 to place a

column bet, touch even/odd buttons 74 to place corresponding bets, touch low/high buttons 76 to

place corresponding bets, touch red/black buttons 78 to place corresponding bets, touch twelve

buttons 80 to place corresponding bets, touch voisons button 82 to make a voisons bet, touch tier

button 84 to make a tier bet, touch orphelins button 86 to make an orphans bet, and touch an

"other called bets" button 88 to switch screens to a second screen that lists the other called bets

as corresponding touch buttons. Alternatively, all called bets may be on a separate screen that is

accessed by a button (not shown). As still another option, all outside bets are accessed by a

separate button, and only the inside bets are normally displayed. While not explicitly shown, it

should be appreciated that the touch screen may include zones for split, street, line, corner, and

other bets in addition to the buttons explicitly discussed above. Each bet option button falls

within the definition of shortcut indicia.

[50] In the exemplary screen shot, a wager summary field 90 provides a summary of the

player's current wagers. Given the fluid nature of the coins used in roulette, a coin may

sometimes be thought of herein as a unit of wager as that term is defined in the Rules of

Interpretation. However, given that the player stations 36 are discrete and there is no need to

rely on color to differentiate between chips of different players, the coins may look like the more

traditionally denominated chips. In the illustrated example, the player has a ten coin wager on

black, a one coin wager on the number twenty, a five coin wager on column two, and a three coin

wager on the corner of seven-eight-ten-eleven. Appropriate numerical indicia 92 may also be

used to show the wagers on the betting layout 66. To achieve multi-coin wagers, the player may

tap the appropriate shortcut indicia a number of times equal to the number of coins wagered.

Alternatively, the player taps the screen once, activating the shortcut indicia, and a menu with a

list of a number of coins may be presented from which the player may select a denomination for

the wager. A keypad may similarly be used to enter a wager through typing. As an alternative to

the touch screen embodiment, a mouse or other user input device may move a curser around the



display, and clicking the mouse button may activate a hyperlink or icon or expose a drop down

menu or similar command sequence so as to provide entry of the desired wagers. Such menu

items, icons, and hyperlinks may also be shortcut indicia.

[51] In addition to the wager summary field, there may be a current wager entry field 94,

which recites the last wager entered by the player, the amount and the potential payout. The

current wager entry field 94 may further include a query to the player whether the wager is

correct along with buttons for the player to accept the wager or cancel the wager. Thus, if the

player means to strike the seven-eight-ten-eleven corner bet space, but misses the correct portion

of the touch screen and instead touches the seven-ten split bet space, the player may tap the "no"

button in the current wager entry field 94 and cancel the incorrect wager followed by a more

precise entry of the desired wager. Similarly, if the player has selected an incorrect amount or

wager from a menu, such a query may provide the player the opportunity to correct the mistake.

[52] The display 48 may further include a "make custom bet" button 96, which allows the

player to change the standard betting layout 66 as will be further described herein.

[53] The user interface 46 may include a player-tracking card reader 98, a receipt printer 100,

a credit or coin meter 102, a clock 104 that counts down the time until the betting is closed for a

particular spin of the wheel 42, and a coin acceptor 106. Still other components may form the

user interface 46, and the illustration of Figure 4 is intended to be non-limiting.

[54] While the table 34 may be a stand-alone unit that acts autonomously, the table 34 may

also be part of a larger network as illustrated in Figure 5. In particular, a plurality of tables 34A-

34N may be connected through the network 64 to a controller 108. The network 64 may be a

LAN or other network as practical or desired. The controller 108 is a controller as defined in the

Rules of Interpretation below and may include a communication port 110, a processor 112, and

memory 114 with programs 116, a player database 118 and other databases 120 stored therein.

In addition to the tables 34, the controller 108 may also communicate with a mobile terminal 122

as better explained with reference to Figure 6 below.

[55] The controller 108 may perform some of the functionality previously attributed to the

table 34. That is, the controller 108 may act as a server and the tables 34 act as client devices.

Alternatively, the controller 108 maybe a server for the player stations 36, effectively omitting

the need for a robust table controller 40. The precise division of labor between the various

controllers forms the basis for a number of different embodiments.



[56] The programs 116 facilitate operation of the controller 108 as set forth in the definition of

a controller in the Rules of Interpretation. The programs 116 in particular may allow the

controller 108 to track gambling, gaming or other activity performed at the tables 34, track

gaming or other activities of individual-players, instruct a table 34 to perform one or more

functions (e.g., output a message to a player, interrupt play, or the like), assign or otherwise

determine a unique identifier for a player, and/or control access to stored funds and/or a credit

line. In some embodiments the controller 108 may be operable to configure a table 34 remotely,

update software stored on a table 34, and/or download software or software components to a

table 34. For example, the controller 108 may be operable to apply a hot fix or patch to software

stored on a table 34 and/or transmit a new version of software and/or a software component to a

table 34. The controller 108 may be programmed to perform any or all of the functions

described herein based on, for example, an occurrence of an event (e.g., a scheduled event),

receiving an indication from authorized gaming establishment personnel, an authorized third

party (e.g., a regulator) and/or receiving a request from a player. It is particularly contemplated

that the table 34 maybe a thin client controlled by the controller 108, although such is not

required for operation.

[57] As an alternative to the controller 108 configuring the table 34, it is also possible that the

controller 108 stores games thereon, and these games are requested from the table 34. For

example, a table 34B could request to download a two-ball roulette game during certain time

periods and then switch back to a single ball roulette game at other time periods. The table 34

may be programmed to check periodically if updates are available, and, if an update is available,

download and install the update. Alternatively, the table 34 may check for updates on

occurrence of an event, an indication from authorized gaming establishment personnel, an

indication from an authorized third party, or the like.

[58] In other embodiments, some or all of the functions ascribed to the controller 108 may be

handled by a device distinct from the controller 108 such as a peripheral device.

[59] The player database 118 may be embodied as a player-tracking database 310, which is

described in greater detail below with reference to Figure 15. The other databases 120 may

include, but are not limited to: a game database that stores information regarding one or more

games playable on and/or downloadable to one or tables 34 or other gaming devices, and a

scheduling and/or configuration database useful for determining which games are to be made



available on which tables or gaming devices at what times. Note that the player database 118

and the other databases 120 may be contained within a single device or distributed amongst a

plurality of devices as practical or desired. The databases 118, 120 may also be duplicated

between a plurality of devices as practical or desired.

[60] As illustrated in Figure 6, some embodiments allow operation with a mobile terminal 122

such as a cellular telephone, a personal digital assistant (such as a PALM® or

BLACKBERRY™ device), a two way pager, a portable computer, a personal computer, a

personal gaming device (such as the NINTENDO® GAMEBOY™), or the like as practical or

desired. The mobile terminal 122 may act as a player station 36 or as a table 34 as practical or

desired. The mobile terminal 122 may be a device dedicated to gambling or a multipurpose

device such as a cellular phone on which games may be played as practical or desired. In a first

embodiment, the mobile terminal 122 may be equipped with a user interface (keypad, display,

etc.) that allows operation of a web browser (e.g., FIREFOX, MOZILLA, NETSCAPE

NAVIGATOR, INTERNET EXPLORER, etc.) to intemperate with an online casino. The online

casino may host a roulette game or download a roulette game to the mobile terminal 122 as

practical or desired. In another embodiment, the mobile terminal 122 may instead communicate

through the network 64 via a cellular microstation 124 so as to communicate with a gaming

establishment device 128. hi an alternate embodiment, the mobile terminal 122 may

communicate directly with the gaming establishment device 128, such as through the

communication mechanism 126. While wireless connections are shown, it should be appreciated

that the mobile terminal 122 may dock with a communication port or be connected thereto

through a wire or the like if practical or desired. The gaming establishment device 128 may be a

table 34, a peripheral device, a dedicated interface device, or the like as practical or desired.

[61] While it is particularly contemplated that the controller (not shown) of the mobile

terminal 122 may control the mobile terminal 122, in an alternate embodiment, the online casino

server, the table controller 40 of a table 34, or the controller 108 may control the gaming

functions of the mobile terminal 122. Other arrangements are possible. For more information on

the use of a mobile terminal as part of a gaming environment, the interested reader is referred to

U.S. Patent No. 6,846,238, which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety.

[62] Note further that a mobile terminal 122 may be used by gaming establishment personnel

to effectuate some of the functionality described herein. For example, it is possible that the



croupier station 38 is embodied as a mobile terminal that communicates wirelessly with the table

controller 40 or through the table 34 to the controller 108. Floor men, pit bosses and other

gaming establishment personnel may be equipped with mobile terminals 122 to provide

improved customer assistance.

[63] An exemplary methodology suitable for use with the elements set forth above is

presented with reference to Figure 7. Initially, a player establishes equity at a player station 36

(block 150). A player may establish equity by inserting coins into the coin acceptor 106,

inserting any form of cash into a cash acceptor, using a credit card, inserting tokens, inserting a

cashless receipt, billing a cellular account associated with a mobile terminal 122, or the like as

practical or desired. The player may be presented with the standard betting layout 66 through

which the player may make a wager (block 152) using the equity the player has established. In

an exemplary embodiment, the display 48 is a touch screen, and the player taps the button (e.g.,

68, 70, 72, etc.) or activates the shortcut indicia of the betting option the player wishes to use to

make the wager. One tap may equal one coin and an additional tap may add a coin. As

illustrated in Figure 4, the current wager entry field 94 may summarize the information

associated with the wager the player is actively entering along with a query as to whether the

wager is correct.

[64] The croupier begins spinning the wheel 42 and introduces the ball. The croupier closes

betting, and game play generally occurs (block 154). Specifically, the ball lands in a cup and an

outcome number is determined. This outcome number is compared to the numbers covered by

the outstanding wagers and winners and losers are determined. Losing bets are collected and

winning benefits are distributed. At some point during game play, the player may request a

customized betting layout (block 156). In an exemplary embodiment, the player makes the

request by pressing the make custom bet button 96. I another embodiment, the player informs

the croupier or other gaming establishment personnel that she wishes to customize the betting

layout. In still another embodiment, someone may suggest the player customize the betting

layout. This suggestion may be accompanied by a prompt at the player station 36. The player

may then make the request by answering the prompt affirmatively or, if the prompt is merely an

instruction, the player may find the command that initiates the process.

[65] In an exemplary embodiment, the display 48 may then change its appearance to that

presented in Figure 8. A "touch here to add bet" button 200 and a "touch box to change bet"



instruction 202 are presented to the player to instruct the player how to change the standard

betting layout 66. Touching a bet option button (e.g., box 68, 70, 72, 74, 76, 78, etc.) may cause

a drop down menu 204 to appear with commands "move", "delete", and "resize" (or other menu

command options) to appear. If the display 48 is not a touchscreen, similar commands may be

made through a mouse or joystick. For example, instruction 202 could be changed to read "right

click to change bet" or comparable prose.

[66] Returning to Figure 7, the player may delete the shortcut indicia for a betting option

(block 158) such as by selecting the "delete" command from the drop down menu 204 illustrated

in Figure 8. In such an instance, a confirmation query 206 with corresponding yes and no

buttons 208 may be presented to the player as illustrated in Figure 9. The query may explicitly

inform the player what bet option is being deleted (e.g., high) or merely query the player to

confirm the deletion. "Yes" and "no" buttons 208 may be used as practical or desired. The

player may then return to a screen shot similar to that presented in Figure 8, albeit with the

deleted bet option removed from the player's view (not illustrated). Alternatively, the player

may return to the wager entry screen of Figure 4, again with the deleted bet option removed from

the player's view. Note that once a betting option has been deleted a "restore" or "restore

defaults" command may become enabled to add the deleted betting option back to the standard

betting layout 66.

[67] The player may then add shortcut indicia for a betting option (block 160) such as by

pressing the "touch here to add bet" button 200 (Figure 8). For the purposes of illustration, the

added bet will be a bet made from scratch, although, as explained below, selecting predefined

nonstandard bets is also an option. Selection of the add a bet command may cause the display 48

to change to a screen shot similar to the exemplary screen shot illustrated in Figure 10. The

player may initially be instructed to pick a name for the new bet option through instruction

indicia 210. The player may type in a name (e.g., "My lucky numbers") in a field 212. Such

typing may be done through a keypad, via email/SMS from a mobile terminal 122, or the like as

practical or desired. The player may then follow the further directions provided in instruction

indicia 210 by selecting from a list of numbers 214, which individual numbers 216 are to be

included in the new betting option. For example, as illustrated, the numbers double zero, seven,

thirteen, and twenty-eight have been chosen and are highlighted by illuminated number fields

218.



[68] In addition to selecting numbers from a list as illustrated, other possible betting formats

may be provided. For example, a "multiples of button may be provided. The player presses the

"multiples of button and then presses the number for which the function is to be calculated. To

further the example, the player may press the multiples of button and then the four. This would

select (perhaps by flashing, illumination or other visual indicia) four, eight, twelve, sixteen,

twenty, twenty-four, twenty-eight, thirty-two, and thirty-six. While any number could be the

operand on which the "multiples of function operates, the most practical numbers are four

through twelve. If the player chooses an operand higher than twelve, the function leads to only

two or fewer numbers are being selected (e.g., selecting fourteen picks only fourteen and twenty-

eight). Also, while a "multiples of two and a "multiples of three are possible bets, these bets

already exist in the standard bets. I.e., two is the same as an "even" bet and three is the same as a

third column bet.

[69] If the player defines the bet from scratch, the system may determine odds and disclose the

calculated odds to the player. More information about odds determinations is provided below

with reference to Table 5. In short, the system may evaluate how many numbers are being used

in the new bet, determine what odds would provide an appropriate house edge, and present the

odds to the player. This may be done through direct calculations, reference to a look up table, an

entry in a database, or the like. The player may be prompted as to whether they accept the odds

for the bet. If not, the bet may be denied and the player may not be able to add the new bet to the

customized betting layout. Alternatively, the system may ask the player to suggest odds, which

are then sent to a controller or gaming establishment personnel for approval. If the odds are

denied again, the player may have to accept the original odds offered or forego the desired

betting option.

[70] Instead of the player defining the betting option from scratch, the player may select from

a list of predefined nonstandard bets. These may exist as buttons or selectable from a menu if

practical or desired. For example, to see these other nonstandard bets, the player may press a

"see other betting options" button 298 (Figure 8). An exemplary list of potential predefined

nonstandard bets is provided in Table 2.

Table 2



Other sequences such as perfect numbers (defined as an integer which is the sum of its proper

positive divisors), the first five digits of pi, the first five digits of e and the like may also be

used. The list is intended to be exemplary and non-limiting.

[71] By pressing the see other betting options button 298, the list (or comparable interface

element) of predefined nonstandard betting options is presented to the player and the player may

make selections therefrom to add such a nonstandard bet to the betting layout.

[72] External dates or the like may also be used. For example, holiday bets may include

Christmas (twelve and twenty- five), Halloween (ten and thirty-one), the fourth of July (seven

and four), Valentine's Day (two and fourteen), St. Patrick's Day (three and seventeen), April

Fool's Day (four and one), and so forth. Such static numbers may be listed by the display in a

format from which the player may make selections. Such options may be accessed through an

"other options" menu or the like as practical or desired.



[73] Instead of lucky numbers, the player may designate dates of significance to the player or

other numbers such as a birthday, phone number, zip code, street number, anniversary, license

plate number, hotel room number, weight, relatives', significant other, and/or acquaintances'

birthdays, celebrity birthdays (e.g. Molly Parker's birthday is July 17, 1972 or seven, seventeen,

nineteen, seven, and two (note that the seven may be expressed as a double bet since it appears

twice, or merely a single bet)).

[74] Still other semi-static numbers may be provided from which the player may make

selections. Holidays that move, such as President's Day, Memorial Day, Derby Day, Labor Day,

Martin Luther King Jr. Day, Thanksgiving, Canada Day and the like may be programmed to

correspond to the numbers associated with the date on which the holiday falls that year.

[75] The numbers may be a function of external factors such as the current date, the current

time, the last spin (selecting the number of the most recent spin), the last three spins (selecting

the numbers on the three most recent spins), the top three spins in the last one hundred spins

(e.g., based on a histogram of the last one hundred spins), bottom three spins in the last one

hundred spins, previous winning lottery numbers, previous losing lottery numbers, current

outside temperature, the phase of the moon (e.g., twenty-three if it is on the twenty-third day of

the moon's twenty-eight day cycle), time of sunrise, time of sunset, and the like. Such numbers

will change with some regularity, but are independently ascertainable by reference to the external

criterion. The player station 36 may communicate with a remote website or other information

source to secure the desired information or the information may be stored locally and updated

regularly.

[76] Still other variable or dynamic numbers may be selected by the player. For example, a

quick pick function may be selected. Quick pick packages of one through eighteen numbers are

specifically contemplated (e.g., quick pick six). The quick pick randomly selects an appropriate

collection of numbers for the player when the player makes this wager. Note that as an

additional option, if the player selects a quick pick command and receives a number that player

does not desire, a regenerate or re-do command may allow different quick pick numbers to be

selected. Other betting options include biometric data about the player such as blood pressure,

temperature (either Celsius or Fahrenheit (e.g., three and seven or nine and eight), or the like. To

assist the player station 36 in determining blood pressure, a blood pressure cuff or other sensor



may be associated with the player station 36. Likewise, an infrared camera may detect a player's

body temperature and provide the measurement to the player station 36.

[77] Regardless of how the new betting option is created, once the player is satisfied, the

player may press the "create new bet and add it to my betting layout" button 220. Alternatively,

if the player has made a mistake, a "cancel" button 222 maybe used to step backward through

the process. Completion may take the player back to the screen of Figure 8, albeit with a new

bet option button presented or back to the wager entry screen of Figure 4, again with the new bet

option presented.

[78] Returning to Figure 7, the player may further reposition the shortcut indicia of a betting

option (block 162). Note that the player may reposition the default shortcut indicia (effectively

customizing a layout even though the betting options remain the same) or the player may move a

newly added shortcut indicium from its original position to a more convenient location. The

player may select "reposition" or similar command from drop down menu 204 or otherwise

instruct the player station 36 to reposition the betting option. An exemplary screen shot

illustrating such an instruction received from the player is presented in Figure 11. Instruction

indicia 224 provide instructions on how the player is to reposition the shortcut indicia of the

betting option. Further, the border 226 of the selected shortcut indicia is highlighted such as by

blinking, providing a scrolling flashing portion, or the like. A hand 228 may be used to show a

curser that is positioned over the selected shortcut indicia, and when the player clicks and drags,

using the hand 228, the shortcut indicia to a desired location. Note that if the player repositions

the moved shortcut indicia on top of other shortcut indicia, the now covered shortcut indicia may

switch positions with the moved shortcut indicia, or, in a manner similar to inserting a cell in a

table, the covered shortcut indicia may be moved up, down, left, or right as desired or indicated

by the player. Additional query indicia 230 may ask the player if they are finished moving

shortcut indicia. The player may indicate completion by pressing a yes button 232 or the like.

[79] After the player completes the repositioning, the display 48 may return to the play mode

of Figure 4 or the customization screen of Figure 8 as practical or desired.

[80] Returning to Figure 7, the player may resize the shortcut indicia for a betting option

(block 164). The player may select a "resize" or similar command from drop down menu 204 or

otherwise instruct the player station 36 to resize the shortcut indicia. An exemplary screen shot

illustrating such an instruction received from the player is presented in Figure 12. Instruction



indicia 234 provide instructions on how the player is to resize the shortcut indicia for the betting

option. A resizing cursor 236 may appear, which when clicked and dragged causes the box

associated with the shortcut indicia to resize in much the same way that a window in a

WINDOWS operating environment is resized. After the player completes resizing, the display

48 may return to the play mode of Figure 4 or the customization screen of Figure 8 as practical

or desired.

[81] Returning to Figure 7, when the player returns to the play mode, the player may make a

wager (block 166) using the new shortcut indicia and game play continues (block 168). For

example, as illustrated in Figure 13, a customized betting layout 236 is now presented on the

display 48. In the customized betting layout 236, the player has deleted the column bets, the

low, high, odd and even bets because the player knows that she never makes such bets.

Likewise, the player has increased the size of the first twelve shortcut indicia 238 so that it is

easier to select such bet option. Likewise, the player's customized lucky number bet now has its

own shortcut indicia prominently displayed so that the player may easily select such a wager.

The current wager display 9OA reflects the player's current wagers.

[82] When the player makes a change to the standard betting layout 66, exemplary command

sequences have been provided. These examples are not intended to be limiting. Likewise, the

order of the commands can readily be varied. Still further, not all commands need to be given.

For example, some players may not need to delete any betting options and so may forgo such a

command. In most embodiments, a control system (perhaps local controller 50, table controller

40 or controller 108) receives the instruction from the player concurrently with the player

making the request. Alternatively, a player may make the request, and a croupier or other

gaming establishment personnel may make the changes to the standard betting layout 66. Such

personnel may make such changes through the player station 36, the croupier station 38, a

mobile terminal or the like as practical or desired.

[83] As an alternative to entering commands relating to modifying the betting layout 66 by

drop down menus and the like, it is possible to provide two or more columns with an add/remove

function therebetween. The first column may be the betting options that are currently displayed

in the betting layout and the second column may be defined betting options that are not currently

displayed in the betting layout. This list could be entitled "inactive bet options" or "all bet

options" or the like as practical or desired. The player may select a betting option from one



column and move it to the other column by actuating the add/remove function. As an alternative

to an add/remove function, a drag and drop function could be used. Such dual column formats

and commands to move elements from one column to the other are common in media players for

selecting playlists or preparing to burn a disc.

[84] While the discussion above focused on repositioning and resizing, other parameters

related to the display of betting options may be modified, adjusted, or customized. For example,

an additional command button of "modify" may be provided. When activated, this command

sequence generates a menu with modification options such as change color, change position,

change size, and the like. The player may select from these options, going through additional

menus of commands as practical or desired to make the changes. A particularly contemplated

embodiment may be to make the shortcut indicia for preferred bets a bright color so that those

bets may readily be selected by the player. Alternatively, shortcut indicia for bets having bad

odds may be color coded so as to remind the player that a particular bet is a poor odds bet (e.g.,

highlighted with red as a warning). Changing colors may be done through a menu, a color

wheel, a list, or the like. Instead of naming a bet, an icon or other indicia may be used to indicate

the bet. For example, a "My license plate numbers" style bet may be denoted with an image of a

car instead of the text moniker "My license plate numbers".

[85] As still another function of certain embodiments, a player may modify a customized bet

option. For example, if the player decides that her lucky numbers are not so lucky and needs to

update the lucky numbers, a command may be provided so that the player may change the

numbers. Likewise, if the customized bet is a function of some other element, the player may

change the function or update the source of the operand of the function.

[86] Another change the player may request is in how the betting options are presented.

While the standard betting layout 66 is a simple presentation that provides an intuitive interface

through which players may place bets, some players may find it confusing and prefer a textual

listing of betting options. Thus, one embodiment, illustrated in Figure 14, allows a player to

change a betting layout from a graphically driven interface to a textual listing 240 of the bets.

The textual listing 240 may have metadata 242 associated with it such that if a player positions a

mouse curser 244 over an entry 246 in the list, a more detailed explanation of the numbers

covered by the bet and other relevant information are provided. If the odds are not set forth in

the textual listing, the metadata may list odds. A scroll bar 248 may allow the player to scroll



through the betting options if they do not all fit on the display. Still other formats are possible

including a graphical list, a tabular list, or the like. Likewise, while the present disclosure has

focused on using a point and touch methodology to indicate wagers, checkboxes, drop down

menus, text-fillable fields, or other interface elements may be used as practical or desired.

[87] Note further that the predefined betting options need not all be presented to the player.

Rather, the list of betting options may be based on one or more random numbers. For example,

the list of betting options may be presented to the player like a Bingo card. Alternatively, only

certain categories of players are presented with certain betting options. Such restricted betting

options may provide better odds, more selection, or the like. In a specifically contemplated

embodiment, only a player that has achieved a certain level in a player reward program is

provided a selected VIP list of betting options. In another embodiment, only hotel guests (as

indicated in the player-tracking database 310 described below) may be given access to additional

betting options. As yet another alternative, the betting options may be stored in a searchable

database. Note that options may be combined in whole or in part for some embodiments.

[88] Note further that the predefined betting options may be tailored based on other players'

activities. For example, if a first player places a bet on "red", then a second player may receive a

list of predefined betting options that includes "black" or variations of black bets so that the

gaming establishment may attempt to minimize its exposure from the established red bet.

[89] While the exemplary embodiment presented with reference to Figures 7-13 is one

embodiment of customization, other forms of customization are also possible. For example, a

player may request a different skin for the betting layout 66. Skin is defined in the Rules of

Interpretation set forth below. In one embodiment, the skin may change the names, appearance,

size, and/or position of the shortcut indicia of the betting options. For example, the boxes could

be changed from the spare, plain layout to a smiley face or the like.

[90] In other skin embodiments, the potential outcomes associated with the bet options may be

changed. Still other skin changes include colors, fonts, icons, and other graphics associated with

the shortcut indicia for the betting options. A player may request a skin change through any

appropriate command on the user interface 46 or by requesting a change to the croupier or other

gaming establishment personnel. In an exemplary embodiment, the player may press a "change

skin" button 300 (Figure 8) on the display 48. Other specifically contemplated embodiments



include selection from a drop down menu, typing a command into a keyboard, use of a mouse to

select a button, and the like.

[91] In another embodiment, the shortcut indicia for the betting options may be thematically

changed. For example, a professional football themed skin may be applied, and the numbers

changed to the logos for the professional football teams. Such logos are defined herein to be

auxiliary indicia for the skin. If the wheel 42 is a virtual wheel, then the images on the wheel 42

may likewise change for that particular player station 36 to match the chosen skin. Otherwise, a

control system such as local controller 50 or table controller 40 may translate between the

standard numbers and the indicia associated with the skin.

[92] Table 3 presents a brief exemplary summary of how wheel 42 maps to such a football

themed skin. Note that there are currently thirty-two teams in the NFL, but thirty-eight potential

outcomes on a U.S. style wheel. To compensate, there would be six non-team bet options

associated with six of the potential outcomes (e.g., thirty-three through thirty-six, zero, and

double zero).

Table 3



[93] Other exemplary skins include, but are not limited to: automobiles, comic book

characters, zodiac symbols, cities/regions of the United States or other geopolitical entity,

movies, television shows, and the like. Symbols, images, and the like that are used to implement

the skins are also defined to be auxiliary indicia.

[94] As alluded to above, different skins may be used for different player stations 36 while

using the same wheel 42. As noted above, a control system may provide the translation between

the numbered cup in which the ball lands and the appellation given to that cup by the player's

chosen skin. Additionally, a translation schedule or table may be displayed continuously on the

display 48 if practical or desired. Alternatively a print out may be provided from a receipt

printer or other location.



[95] As another exemplary embodiment, players may define "macro" bets. Macro bets may

be amalgamations of other bets. For example, a player may define a "My Lucky Bets" macro bet

that automatically places bets on each of the player's three favorite bet options: Quick Pick four,

bottom three in last one hundred spins, and yesterday's high temperature. In addition to defining

particular bets, a macro bet may also define coin amounts for each of the bets included in the

macro bet. For example, a macro may be defined that automatically places five coins on red, two

coins on seven, and three coins on column one or other bets/coin distributions as practical or

desired. Thus, a macro bet may select at least one bet option on a player's behalf and may

further select at least one wager amount on the player's behalf.

[96] A player may define a macro bet through any appropriate command on the user interface

46 or by requesting that the croupier or other gaming establishment personnel define and enable

a macro bet on the player station 36. In an exemplary embodiment, the player may press a

"define macro bet" button 302 (Figure 8) on the display 48. Other specifically contemplated

embodiments include selection from a drop down menu, typing a command into a keyboard, use

of a mouse to select a button, and the like.

[97] Once the player has indicated a desire to define a macro bet, the player may indicate one

or more bet options that are to be included in the macro. This process may be similar to the

process of defining a "My Lucky Numbers" bet set forth above. The player may then indicate a

wager amount for each selected bet option. Note that the precise order may be varied. Further,

the player may verbally express this information to a croupier or other gaming establishment

personnel and that person program the player station 36 (either directly or remotely (e.g., through

croupier station 38 or a mobile terminal)) to enable the desired macro bet.

[98] Once a macro bet has been defined, shortcut indicia for the macro bet may be added to

the customized betting layout 236 using any of the techniques set forth herein. Further, a new

option may be added to the menu of available options, namely "modify macro bet". The player

may select this command and modify, add, and/or delete betting options from the macro bet as

practical or desired. Modification may be made to the shortcut indicia for the macro bet or to the

actual wagers being placed by the macro bet as practical or desired.

[99] Note that while the above embodiments focus on a single ball table, the opportunities for

mixing betting options increases dramatically with a multi-ball table. For example, for a two ball



wheel, two skins could be used concurrently or differing betting layouts may be created and used

concurrently for the multi-ball table.

[100] Some exemplary, but non-limiting multi-ball bets are set forth in Table 4.

Table 4

[101] Other multi-ball betting options exist and may be defined as practical or desired.

[102] As a variation, a player may place a cumulative bet that bets on whether one or more

other bets will be successful. For example, a player may bet that she will win eighty percent of

the time during the next twenty spins. This particular form of cumulative bet may be particularly



attractive to a gaming establishment as it effectively incentivizes a player to continue playing for

the additional twenty spins covered by the bet to determine an outcome thereof. In a first

variation, the player may make individual bets on each of the spins within the cumulative bet. In

a second variation, the player makes a single selection that is applied to each of the spins within

the cumulative bet. While twenty spins have been set forth explicitly, other numbers of spins

may be covered by the cumulative bet.

[103] As an extension of the customization of the betting layout 236, some embodiments allow

players to store their customized betting layouts. In a first embodiment, this information may be

stored in a player-tracking database. An exemplary player-tracking database 310 is illustrated in

Figure 15. The player-tracking database 310 may include a player identifier field 312, a name

field 314, an address field 316, a player since field 318, a total wagered field 320, a hotel guest

field 322, a theoretical win field 324, a most frequent roulette bet field 326, and a stored roulette

bets field 328.

[104] The player identifier field 312 may include a unique alphanumeric code which identifies

the player from all other players in the database 310. Alternatively an image or other unique

identifier may be stored in this field. The name field 314, address field 316, and player since

field 318 may be established when the player registers with the gaming establishment and may

be provided by the player or dictated by the time at which the application was received. The

total wagered field 320 may indicate the amount the player has wagered while being tracked as

part of the player-tracking membership.

[105] The hotel guest field 322 simply denotes whether the player is a guest of the hotel

associated with the gaming establishment. The theoretical win field 324 is closely tied to the

total wager field 320, but is generally considered a more accurate representation of the player's

worth to the gaming establishment.

[106] The most frequent roulette bets field 326 may store information about the player's most

frequent bets at a roulette table. This information may be derived through electronic observation

based on tracking usage of a player station 36, as reported by gaming establishment personnel, as

indicated by video recordings from security cameras, or the like as indicated by the player. In all

circumstances, the empirically derived data may be used to update the information in the field

326. Updating may be done periodically based on time, number of spins, amount wagered, or

other metric as practical or desired. Updating could also be performed based on a request by the



player, a command by gaming establishment personnel, a request by some other party (e.g., a

spouse, an acquaintance, a regulator), or the like as practical or desired. In the illustrated

database 310, some players have multiple most frequent bets stored. One or more most frequent

bets may be stored as practical or desired. A decision to store more than one most frequent bet

may be a function of at least a minimum wager being made for that betting option, that bet being

made on a predetermined number of spins, at the request of the player, at the request of gaming

establishment personnel or the like as practical or desired.

[107] The stored roulette bets field 328 is similar to the most frequent bet field 326, but reflects

the bets that the player actually has stored and associated with the player's profile. For example,

if the entry for the most frequent roulette bets field 326 is empirically derived, storage in the

stored roulette bets field 328 may require player approval or authorization. Data from the stored

roulette bets field 328 may be used to customize the betting layout automatically whenever the

player uses the player's player-tracking mechanism at a player station 36. As such, for player P-

106999, the field 328 lists a customized "My Favorite" bet including three, eight, and thirty- four

for twenty dollars and black for five dollars, but resized (dimensions omitted for clarity). Other

customizations may be included as well such as skins, color changes, font changes, relocations,

deletions from the betting layout, and the like.

[108] While not shown, it may also be possible to store information about how frequently a

stored bet or a most frequent bet wins or loses. Such information may be maintained in

confidence by the gaming establishment or shared with the player as practical or desired. Note

that other fields may be present and not all of the fields recited herein need be present for all

embodiments.

[109] The player-tracking database 310 may be associated with a player-tracking mechanism.

Exemplary player-tracking mechanisms 330A-330C are illustrated in Figures 16A-16C

respectively. Player-tracking mechanism 330A is a magnetic card similar to a credit card.

Player identifying information may be stored on the magnetic stripe and the player-tracking

database 310 accessed by the controller associated with the card reader thatreads the card.

Player-tracking mechanism 330B is an RFID transponder embedded in a keychain fob. Use of

such fobs is well known in the RFID industry as illustrated by the EXXON MOBIL

SPEEDPASS system. Player-tracking mechanism 330C is a dongle or USB memory stick.



Other player-tracking mechanisms include smart cards, tokens, paper receipts with a bar code or

other indicia thereon to identify the player, and the like.

[110] In use, the player may approach a player station 36, use the player's player-tracking

mechanism 330, and establish equity. The local controller 50 (or other controller) may access

the player-tracking database 310 and retrieve the stored bets from the stored roulette bets field

328 and may update the standard betting layout 66 to the customized betting layout 236 based on

the information stored therein. Note that if the player-tracking mechanism 330 has sufficient

memory, it may store the player's customized betting layout 236 on the player tracking

mechanism 330. Then, when used, the local controller 50 (or other controller) may copy the

information from the player tracking mechanism and generate the customized betting layout 236.

[Ill] In place of a player-tracking database 310, a specialized player configuration database

may be used. This player configuration database may store information about the player's

customized betting layouts and betting history, but not some of the other information that may be

in the player-tracking database. A player may have a player configuration card that identifies the

player and links the player to the entries in the player configuration database. Alternatively, the

player configuration information may be stored on the player configuration card. While the

player configuration card may store the player's preferred customized betting layout 236 (or

information sufficient to find such information at a remote location such as a database on the

controller 108), the configuration card could instead store configurations preprogrammed by the

gaming establishment. For example, the gaming establishment may create a "holiday bets"

configuration card (or series of cards) that include markings that designate a holiday and create

shortcut indicia for a bet associated with the corresponding holiday (e.g., a Christmas card could

have shortcut indicia for a twelve/twenty-five bet).

[112] The configuration card may add shortcut indicia for betting options, create new betting

options, remove betting options, modify betting options, do any of this to the shortcut indicia for

betting options, and/or a combination of these features. Further information on the configuration

card may include a name or identifier for a bet option, one or more potential outcomes to be

included in the bet option, and the like.

[113] The configuration card may be a magnetic card, a smart card, an RFID transponder, a

dongle, a USB stick or the like. Alternatively, the card may be a piece of paper or plastic with

printed indicia that describes the one or more bet options stored on the card. These indicia may



be computer readable such that the card may be read to customize the betting layout per the

instructions embedded in the printed indicia. In another embodiment, the configuration card may

be more akin to a SCANTRON card with bubbles that may be filled in (with a #2 pencil) to

provide the indicia that is then read to customize the betting layout. In place of marked bubbles,

hole punches, or other markings may be used. If the card has multiple bet option customizations

stored thereon, the markings may indicate which of the multiple bet options is to be implemented

(e.g., for a holiday card, July 4th could be marked out of the set of the holidays stored on the

card). In effect, such configuration cards may allow the player to customize the betting options

off-line so that the player may use the card at a player station 36 and immediately be able to

access the customized betting layout 236 created by the card rather than spend time customizing

the layout by stepping through the menus and commands.

[114] In an alternate embodiment, the player configuration card may be created remotely. A

player may log in to a website and make a customized betting layout 236 using any appropriate

commands and then request that the customized betting layout 236 be downloaded to a player

configuration card that the player may pick up at check in or at a customer service booth in the

gaming establishment. This approach may be particularly useful if the configuration card is sold

as part of a gaming package. Alternatively, a print out with computer readable indicia may be

created that serves as the player configuration card. The indicia are then read by the player user

interface 46 or the croupier user interface 52 as practical or desired to customize a player station

36. The player may access the website using a computer, mobile terminal, or other device as

practical or desired.

[115] In still another embodiment, the player may create a configuration card at a kiosk

associated with the gaming establishment. The player may step through the commands and

options on the kiosk to create a customized betting layout 236 and then download the customized

betting layout to a configuration card. In place of a kiosk, a step top box in a hotel room or other

device may be used to allow the player to create the configuration card.

[116] Again, the kiosk, set top box, and other remote creations of the configuration cards allow

the players to create the customized betting layouts 236 offline in an unhurried manner so that

when the player approaches a table 34 the player is ready to play and does not need to spend time

at the table creating the customized betting interface 236.



[117] Note that such offline creation maybe extended to the player-tracking database 310 or

otherwise performed without the need for a configuration card. A player may log in to the

player-tracking database 310 from a device and enter information into the stored bet field 328 to

create the customized betting layout 236. The device may be a mobile terminal 122, a computer,

a kiosk, a gaming establishment device 128 or the like. The player may log into a website or

other interface as practical or desired. Note that other portions such as the theoretical win may

be inaccessible to the player so that the player may not change the other data in the database 310.

In still another embodiment, rather than let the player have access to the player-tracking database

310, the player may log into a website, enter the information related to the customized betting

layout 236 and then submit the information for inclusion in the player-tracking database. Date

entry in either case may be made by the player alone, in combination with another person (e.g.,

family member, gaming establishment personnel, friend, acquaintance, and the like) based on

player preferences or recommendations received from other people and/or machines. Again,

firewalls and the like may be used to safeguard proprietary data within the player-tracking

database 310. Then, when the player uses a player-tracking card, the customized betting layout

236 is automatically loaded from the database and the player may begin play using the

customized betting layout 236. In some embodiments, the customized betting layout 236 may

initially be stored on the mobile terminal 122 and then selectively downloaded to the player

station 36 when the player links the mobile terminal 122 to the player station 36 or otherwise

interfaces the mobile terminal 122 with the network 64 (or network 44).

[118] As a variation on the offline creation of the customized betting layout 236, the player

may provide elements to be incorporated into the betting layout (e.g., as a skin or the like). For

example, the player may upload a picture of family members, favorite sports icons, pets, cars, or

the like, and these pictures may be incorporated into the betting layout, either as the indicia

within the shortcut indicia, or as a background image (e.g., like a wallpaper on a computer

desktop). A specific example is a spouse's birthday bet could be denoted with a picture of the

spouse. Audio files or other electronic media may be uploaded and used in.this manner as

practical or desired. Note that such could be provided at a gaming table if the player station were

equipped with a scanner, input port, or the like to accept the input from the player, but such may

slow play in an undesirable manner or be cost ineffective.



[119] While it is possible to let the players determine when and how to customize the betting

layout 66, it is also possible to recommend customized betting options to players. An exemplary

methodology is set forth in flow chart form in Figure 17. The method begins when the player

establishes equity (block 350). Game play occurs (block 352) with the player making bets

through the player station 36 as previously described. An entity monitors the wagers made by

the player (block 354). An in exemplary embodiment, a control system such as the local

controller 50, the table controller 40, or the controller 108 monitors the player's inputs at the user

interface 46 to monitor the player's wagers. If the player is using a mobile terminal 122, then the

control system of the mobile terminal may also perform the monitoring. In another embodiment,

human observation monitors the player's wagers. The human observation may be provided

directly such as the croupier making notations about wagers through the croupier station 38, a

floor man or other gaming establishment personnel watching the player's wagers and entering

notations through a mobile terminal, audible recordings through a voice activated player tracking

system such as the BLOODHOUND system, or the like. The human observations may be

indirect, such as by viewing camera recordings of the player. Such camera recordings may be

from security cameras or the like. As yet another variation, another player may make a

recommendation about a betting option or customized betting layout. For example, if a first

player detects a second player taking an inordinate amount of time placing a variety of disparate

bets consistently, the first player may recommend to the second player that the bets be

consolidated into a single customized betting option. Likewise, if a player feels that a betting

option is due or hot, then the player may share this betting option with other players at the table

with instructions on how to implement the betting option. A spouse, family member, or

bystander may make similar suggestions and recommendations to players.

[120] Returning to the methodology of Figure 17, a control system determines if the player has

consistently bet a certain set of numbers (block 356). A counter may be incremented each time a

bet is made on that number to see if a number has been bet more than a predetermined threshold;

a total wager on the number may be calculated and compared to a predetermined threshold; a

counter may be used to deteπnine if a player bets on the same numbers a predetermined number

of times consecutively, where the counter may be reset if the player does not make the wager; or

the like as practical or desired.



[121] The control system determines if the wager is consistent (block 358). That is, does the

player vary the amount of the wager or does the player routinely bet the same amount on a

particular number (or set of numbers). A determination as to whether a wager is consistent may

be made by comparing the number of times the wager is made at a particular dollar amount to a

threshold. Alternatively, an average wager amount may be compared to a predetermined

threshold. For example, if the player wagers the same amount seventy-five or more percent of

the time, then the control system may determine that the wager is consistent.

[122] If the wager is consistent, then a message may be sent to the display 48 asking the player

if they want a customized betting option with the consistent wager amount added to their betting

layout (block 360). In an alternate embodiment, the message is sent to the croupier station 38 or

other device associated with gaming establishment personnel, and the croupier or other personnel

verbally asks the player the same query. If the player acquiesces, then the display 48 may

provide instructions on how to customize the betting layout (block 362). Such instructions may

be generated by software associated with one or more of the control systems and may include

pop up windows, a side bar help screen, an animated assistant, or the like. Alternatively, gaming

establishment personnel may verbally walk the player through the process of customizing the

betting layout. Such verbal assistance may further include sending instructions to the player

station 36 from the croupier station 38 or other remote location, wherein the instructions then

appear on the display 48. Still another variation includes the gaming establishment personnel

actively assisting the player implement the customization to the betting layout. The personnel

may provide a verbal commentary on what they are doing so that the player may perform further

customization without the assistance of the personnel.

[123] If the player is not making consistent wagers at block 358, the player may still be asked if

they want to customize the betting layout, but such a query may be made without a wager

amount (block 364). Again, this can be done through the display, by personnel or other

technique as practical or desired. If the player acquiesces, then the method may move to the

instructions of block 362 as previously explained.

[124] In place of the inferential technique of recommending bets, the player may request that a

bet be recommended. This request may be verbal to the croupier or other gaming establishment

personnel or by pressing a "recommend bet" button 296 (Figure 8). Once activated, the player's

betting patterns are analyzed and a bet is recommended.



[125] As a variation on the recommended bets, a control system such as local controller 50,

table controller 40, or controller 108 may track a player's betting patterns and make macro bet

recommendations to the player about betting options to simplify and accelerate the player's

betting entry. If it appears that the player has a complex betting pattern, the control system may

recommend a macro bet or merely define and recommend a "my normal numbers" betting option

for the player.

[126] Recommendations may also be based on inferred behavior of the player. For example, if

the player makes sequential bets, such behavior may be observed and used to make

recommended bets. For example, if on one spin the player bets seventeen, the next eighteen, the

next nineteen, a macro bet could be defined to reflect this sequential betting series. Players being

subject to superstition, players may base their sequences on location in the betting layout 66 (i.e.,

numerically increasing), location on the wheel 42 (i.e., rotate the bet around the wheel), or some

other criteria less obvious. However, pattern detection software may be able to discern the

pattern and make the recommended bet to the player.

[127] Other criteria may also be used. For example, if a player has expressed a preference

either verbally, through survey information, or the like to bet on historically "hot" numbers (e.g.,

a number that has been a winning number more than twice in the last fifty spins), the

recommended bet may be a macro bet that accommodates this desire. Similarly, a player who

bets on "cold" numbers (e.g., a number that has not been a winning number for more than fifty

spin) on the theory that the number is "due" may have a cold number macro bet recommended to

them. This concept can be broadened out to include column, row, even, odd, red, black, and

similar bets.

[128] Still another recommended bet may be the "copycat" macro. This macro bet evaluates

the most popular bet made by other players and places the same wager. If the control system

observes that the player tends to bet according to bets that other players have made, such a bet

may be recommended. Conversely, if the player consistently bets against the crowd, a "non

conformist" macro bet may be made. This macro may find the one (or more) number(s) on

which no player has wagered and wager for the player for that number. If every number is

covered, then least popular number may be selected. Various sub-criteria may be imposed to

define which is the least popular number. Note that the gaming establishment may desire to push



such non-conformist macro bets so as to spread its risk. As such, such a non-conformist wager

may be recommended even if the player has not exhibited a preference for such a wager.

[129] The concept of the copycat or non-conformist macro bet may be coupled to historical

information. For example, if a control system detects that one player's betting patterns result in a

large number of losses, the recommendation to another player may be stated as follows, "Player

X has lost on every wager she has placed, would you like to create an inverse betting option that

bets the opposite way as Player X?" Thus, if Player X bets black, the macro would bet red.

Likewise, if a player is experiencing a high number of winning outcomes, copycat macros may

be created based on the winning player's betting selections.

[130] As a further variation, some players may not want to be copied. Such players may be

given the opportunity to indicate that their information should not be used when recommending

copycat or non-conformist betting recommendations for other players.

[131] Note that if the player-tracking database 310 stores how frequently a player's most

frequent or stored bet wins or loses, recommendations may be made along these lines. For

example, a message could be provided to the player stating something to the effect of, "We

notice you bet on red every time. Red has only been coming up thirty percent of time in the last

fifty most recent spins, would you prefer to switch to black?"

[132] In general, a bet suggestion may include one or more of a description of the bet option

that is being suggested to the player, one or more reasons to make a particular bet, one or more

reasons not to make a particular bet, an indication of the odds associated with the bet (if

calculable), and the like.

[133] As a further variation on recommended bets, the croupier or other gaming establishment

personnel may observe players and make suggestions that the personnel deems appropriate. For

example, if on Halloween, several players arrive dressed in costume, the personnel may suggest

that those players adopt a Halloween themed skin. If the players accept, the personnel may

enable the skin through the croupier station 38, a mobile terminal, or instruct the players to enter

the appropriate commands at the player station 36. The personnel may enter the commands to

the player station 36 directly to assist the player. This last option may be omitted if it appears

that such would be overly disruptive to game play, but remains possible. Such recommended

bets may then be stored in the player configuration card, the player-tracking database, or other



location as practical or desired. Other people, such as friends and family may also make bet

recommendations based on observations.

[134] As another variation on the customized betting options, usage of the customized betting

options may be incentivized. For example, better odds may be provided, higher comp points

may be provided, insurance may be made available when the player might not otherwise qualify

to purchase the insurance, or the like. Such incentives may be reserved for recommended bets or

provided for both player defined and recommended bets. Note as a variation on the insurance

option, comp points may be provided for recommended bets. For example, if the system

recommends a bet, the player makes the bet, and the player loses, an extra one hundred comp

points may be awarded to the player. Note that such incentives may be contingent on a condition

associated with the player's bet. Exemplary conditions include time limits (e.g., the player must

place a bet within a certain time period or accept a recommendation within a certain period of

time), wager limits (e.g., the player must wager above a predetermined threshold), the player

must add the suggested bet option to the betting layout, the player must keep the suggested bet

option on the customized betting layout for a predetermined period of time, or the like. Such

incentives may also be contingent on another player's activity. If, for example, a second player

places a large wager on red, then the gaming establishment may recommend that other players

make wagers on black numbers coupled with an incentive so that the gaming establishment's

financial exposure is minimized.

[135] The determination of odds is also relevant to some embodiments. When the player

finishes creating a bet, the odds may be determined by finding out how many numbers are

covered by the bet and comparing this number to an entry in a database. For betting options

covering one through six, twelve, and eighteen numbers, the odds are well established (see Table

1). However, for betting options covering other numbers, odds may be calculated through any

appropriate mechanism. For example, for nine numbers, a payout of three to one maintains the

traditional US house edge of .052632. An exemplary odds table is provided in table 5.

Table 5



Once the odds have been determined, the odds may be presented to the player to see if she

accepts the odds. When a wager is placed on a non-standard odds bet, the wager may have to be

for an increased number of coins so that fractional awards are not made. However, in a virtual

game, such fractional coin awards are possible. Other odds tables may also be used, especially if

there is no specific need or desire to maintain a consistent house edge. Likewise, the table may

be extended for more than eighteen numbers, but the odds would then be less than 1:1 and thus

less attractive to many players. As an alternative to offering a fixed set of odds for the

nonstandard bets, the odds for the customized bet may be made from a collection of standard

bets. For example, much like the voisons bet is effectively made up of five split bets, a corner

bet and a row bet, so might the customized bet be made up of discrete standard bets and the odds

dictated therefrom.

[136] Note that while it is contemplated that customization of the betting layout 66 may be

made available to all roulette players, in another embodiment, players must meet some criterion

before being allowed to customize the betting layout 66. The criterion which qualifies the player

are myriad and may include membership in a player-tracking program (as a subset of this



criterion, being a member of a certain level (e.g., red, black, silver, gold) or higher in the player-

tracking program), being a hotel guest, having a theoretical win above a certain amount, having

played roulette for a certain amount of time, filling out a survey, having wagered a certain value

at the roulette table, having paid a premium for the privilege of customizing the betting layout

66, redeeming a certain number of comp points, purchasing the privilege as part of a package,

and the like.

Rules of Interpretation

[137] Numerous embodiments are described in this disclosure, and are presented for illustrative

purposes only. The described embodiments are not, and are not intended to be, limiting in any

sense. The presently disclosed invention(s) are widely applicable to numerous embodiments, as

is readily apparent from the disclosure. One of ordinary skill in the art will recognize that the

disclosed invention(s) may be practiced with various modifications and alterations, such as

structural, logical, software, and electrical modifications. Although particular features of the

disclosed invention(s) may be described with reference to one or more particular embodiments

and/or drawings, it should be understood that such features are not limited to usage in the one or

more particular embodiments or drawings with reference to which they are described, unless

expressly specified otherwise.

[138] The present disclosure is neither a literal description of all embodiments nor a listing of

features of the invention that must be present in all embodiments.

[139] Neither the Title (set forth at the beginning of the first page of this disclosure) nor the

Abstract (set forth at the end of this disclosure) is to be taken as limiting in any way as the scope

of the disclosed invention(s).

[140] The term "product" means any machine, manufacture and/or composition of matter as

contemplated by 35 U.S.C. §101, unless expressly specified otherwise.

[141] The terms "an embodiment", "embodiment", "embodiments", "the embodiment", "the

embodiments", "one or more embodiments", "some embodiments", "one embodiment" and the

like mean "one or more (but not all) disclosed embodiments", unless expressly specified

otherwise.

[142] The terms "the invention" and "the present invention" and the like mean "one or more

embodiments of the present invention."



[143] A reference to "another embodiment" in describing an embodiment does not imply that

the referenced embodiment is mutually exclusive with another embodiment (e.g., an embodiment

described before the referenced embodiment), unless expressly specified otherwise.

[144] The terms "including", "comprising" and variations thereof mean "including but not

limited to", unless expressly specified otherwise.

[145] The terms "a", "an" and "the" mean "one or more", unless expressly specified otherwise.

[146] The term "plurality" means "two or more", unless expressly specified otherwise.

[147] The term "herein" means "in the present disclosure, including anything which may be

incorporated by reference", unless expressly specified otherwise.

[148] The phrase "at least one of, when such phrase modifies a plurality of things (such as an

enumerated list of things) means any combination of one or more of those things, unless

expressly specified otherwise. For example, the phrase at least one of a widget, a car and a

wheel means either (i) a widget, (ii) a car, (iii) a wheel, (iv) a widget and a car, (v) a widget and a

wheel, (vi) a car and a wheel, or (vii) a widget, a car and a wheel.

[149] The phrase "based on" does not mean "based only on", unless expressly specified

otherwise. In other words, the phrase "based on" describes both "based only on" and "based at

least on".

[150] The term "whereby" is used herein only to precede a clause or other set of words that

express only the intended result, objective or consequence of something that is previously and

explicitly recited. Thus, when the term "whereby" is used in a claim, the clause or other words

that the term "whereby" modifies do not establish specific further limitations of the claim or

otherwise restricts the meaning or scope of the claim.

[151] The term "skin" is defined herein to be a graphical appearance including the text that may

be changed without changing the functionality of the element to which the skin is applied.

Changing the skin of something changes its look and feel, and may make usage more easy, but

again, the functionality does not change. This usage comes from the common use of skins as

applied to certain software programs such as instant messagers and media players.

[152] Where a limitation of a first claim would cover one of a feature as well as more than one

of a feature (e.g., a limitation such as "at least one widget" covers one widget as well as more

than one widget), and where in a second claim that depends on the first claim, the second claim

uses a definite article "the" to refer to the limitation (e.g., "the widget"), this does not imply that



the first claim covers only one of the feature, and this does not imply that the second claim

covers only one of the feature (e.g., "the widget" can cover both one widget and more than one

widget).

[153] Each process (whether called a method, algorithm or otherwise) inherently includes one

or more steps, and therefore all references to a "step" or "steps" of a process have an inherent

antecedent basis in the mere recitation of the term 'process' or a like term. Accordingly, any

reference in a claim to a 'step' or 'steps' of a process has sufficient antecedent basis.

[154] When an ordinal number (such as "first", "second", "third" and so on) is used as an

adjective before a term, that ordinal number is used (unless expressly specified otherwise)

merely to indicate a particular feature, such as to distinguish that particular feature from another

feature that is described by the same term or by a similar term. For example, a "first widget"

may be so named merely to distinguish it from, e.g., a "second widget". Thus, the mere usage of

the ordinal numbers "first" and "second" before the term "widget" does not indicate any other

relationship between the two widgets, and likewise does not indicate any other characteristics of

either or both widgets. For example, the mere usage of the ordinal numbers "first" and "second"

before the term "widget" (1) does not indicate that either widget comes before or after any other

in order or location; (2) does not indicate that either widget occurs or acts before or after any

other in time; and (3) does not indicate that either widget ranks above or below any other, as in

importance or quality. In addition, the mere usage of ordinal numbers does not define a

numerical limit to the features identified with the ordinal numbers. For example, the mere usage

of the ordinal numbers "first" and "second" before the term "widget" does not indicate that there

must be no more than two widgets.

[155] When a single device or article is described herein, more than one device or article

(whether or not they cooperate) may alternatively be used in place of the single device or article

that is described. Accordingly, the functionality that is described as being possessed by a device

may alternatively be possessed by more than one device or article (whether or not they

cooperate).

[156] Similarly, where more than one device or article is described herein (whether or not they

cooperate), a single device or article may alternatively be used in place of the more than one

device or article that is described. For example, a plurality of computer-based devices may be

substituted with a single computer-based device. Accordingly, the various functionality that is



described as being possessed by more than one device or article may alternatively be possessed

by a single device or article.

[157] The functionality and/or the features of a single device that is described may be

alternatively embodied by one or more Other devices that are described but are not explicitly

described as having such functionality and/or features. Thus, other embodiments need not

include the described device itself, but rather can include the one or more other devices which

would, in those other embodiments, have such functionality/features.

[158] Devices that are in communication with each other need not be in continuous

communication with each other, unless expressly specified otherwise. On the contrary, such

devices need only transmit to each other as necessary or desirable, and may actually refrain from

exchanging data most of the time. For example, a machine in communication with another

machine via the Internet may not transmit data to the other machine for weeks at a time. In

addition, devices that are in communication with each other may communicate directly or

indirectly through one or more intermediaries.

[159] A description of an embodiment with several components or features does not imply that

all or even any of such components and/or features are required. On the contrary, a variety of

optional components are described to illustrate the wide variety of possible embodiments of the

present invention(s). Unless otherwise specified explicitly, no component and/or feature is

essential or required.

[160] Further, although process steps, algorithms or the like may be described in a sequential

order, such processes may be configured to work in different orders. In other words, any

sequence or order of steps that may be explicitly described does not necessarily indicate a

requirement that the steps be performed in that order. The steps of processes described herein

may be performed in any order practical. Further, some steps may be performed simultaneously

despite being described or implied as occurring non-simultaneously (e.g., because one step is

described after the other step). Moreover, the illustration of a process by its depiction in a

drawing does not imply that the illustrated process is exclusive of other variations and

modifications thereto, does not imply that the illustrated process or any of its steps are necessary

to the invention, and does not imply that the illustrated process is preferred.

[161] Although a process may be described as including a plurality of steps, that does not

indicate that all or even any of the steps are essential or required. Various other embodiments



within the scope of the described invention(s) include other processes that omit some or all of the

described steps. Unless otherwise specified explicitly, no step is essential or required.

[162] Although a product may be described as including a plurality of components, aspects,

qualities, characteristics and/or features, that does not indicate that all of the plurality are

essential or required. Various other embodiments within the scope of the described invention(s)

include other products that omit some or all of the described plurality.

[163] An enumerated list of items (which may or may not be numbered) does not imply that

any or all of the items are mutually exclusive, unless expressly specified otherwise. Likewise, an

enumerated list of items (which may or may not be numbered) does not imply that any or all of

the items are comprehensive of any category, unless expressly specified otherwise. For example,

the enumerated list "a computer, a laptop, a PDA" does not imply that any or all of the three

items of that list are mutually exclusive and does not imply that any or all of the three items of

that list are comprehensive of any category.

[164] Headings of sections provided in this disclosure are for convenience only, and are not to

be taken as limiting the disclosure in any way.

[165] A "wager" is defined herein to be something on which bets are laid. If used as a verb, "to

wager" is defined herein to mean to make a bet. A "bet" is defined herein to be something that is

laid, staked, or pledged typically between two parties on the outcome of a contest or a contingent

issue. If used as a verb, "to bet" is defined to mean to stake on the outcome of an issue. In

particular for roulette, the contingent issue is into which marked cup will the ball come to rest.

For a virtual wheel that does not have a real marked cup, the contingent issue may be abstracted

to a random, pseudo-random number, or other mechanism corresponding to a virtual marked cup.

That is, some mechanism determines an outcome from the set of potential outcomes in an

essentially random manner. That mechanism, whether it be a random number generator

outputting a random number and comparing that output random number to a table to determine

which virtual cup should be illustrated as the cup into which the ball has come to rest or some

other mechanism, the contingent event is the essentially random process through which the

determination is made.

[166] The present disclosure also uses the term "outcome". An "outcome" as that term is used

herein is the resolution of the contingent event. This outcome is selected from a set of potential

outcomes. The set of potential outcomes is, for the purpose of the present disclosure, the set of



uniquely marked cups (virtual or real) on the roulette wheel, whether those cups are marked with

numbers, names, images, or other indicia.

[167] A player may wager on one or more potential outcomes, either singly or in combination.

Each such potential wager is effectively a bet option. For example, bet options include, but are

not limited to: red, black, low, high, even, odd, straight numbers, row bets, street bets, corner

bets, column bets, split bets, square bets, dozens, neighbor, final, orphelins, voisins, and tier bets.

The non-standard bets set forth herein also constitute bet options.

[168] As noted above, in table roulette, players wager coins with varying denomination. Each

coin is a "unit of wager". In virtual roulette, the concept of a unit of wager is a bit more flexible.

A player wagers at least a single "unit of wager" to pay for a game start. In many gaming

devices, a unit of wager may be referred to as a credit or a coin. In many instances, the paytable

may be expressed as a number of coins won relative to a number of coins wagered. In such

instances, the term coin is the same as a unit of wager. As noted above, the coin may have

different denominations and units of wager may not be identically valued between different

players or players on different machines. Accordingly, it should be understood that in

embodiments in which a player may cash out credits from a first gaming device that operates

based on a first denomination and establish using only the cashed out credits, a credit balance on

a second gaming device, the player may receive a different number of credits or coins on the

second gaming device than the number of coins or credits cashed out from the first gaming

device.

[169] "Determining" something can be performed in a variety of manners and therefore the

term "determining" (and like terms) includes calculating, computing, deriving, looking up (e.g.,

in a table, database or data structure), ascertaining, recognizing, and the like.

[170] The present disclosure frequently refers to the concept of a "controller". A controller, as

that term is used herein, may be a computer processor coupled with an operating system, device

drivers, and appropriate programs (collectively "software") with instructions to provide the

functionality described for the controller. The software is stored in an associated memory device

(sometimes referred to as a computer readable medium). While it is contemplated that an

appropriately programmed general purpose computer or computing device may be used, it is also

contemplated that hard-wired circuitry or custom hardware (e.g., an application specific

integrated circuit (ASIC)) may be used in place of, or in combination with, software instructions



for implementation of the processes of various embodiments. Thus, embodiments are not limited

to any specific combination of hardware and software.

[171] A "processor" means any one or more microprocessors, CPU devices, computing devices,

microcontrollers, digital signal processors, or like devices. Exemplary processors are the INTEL

PENTIUM or AMD ATHLON processors.

[172] The term "computer-readable medium" refers to any medium that participates in

providing data (e.g., instructions) that may be read by a computer, a processor or a like device.

Such a medium may take many forms, including but not limited to, non-volatile media, volatile

media, and transmission media. Non-volatile media include, for example, optical or magnetic

disks and other persistent memory. Volatile media include DRAM, which typically constitutes

the main memory. Transmission media include coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics,

including the wires that comprise a system bus coupled to the processor. Transmission media

may include or convey acoustic waves, light waves and electromagnetic emissions, such as those

generated during RF and IR data communications. Common forms of computer-readable media

include, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, magnetic tape, any other magnetic

medium, a CD-ROM, DVD, any other optical medium, punch cards, paper tape, any other

physical medium with patterns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, an EPROM, a FLASH-EEPROM, a

USB memory stick, a dongle, any other memory chip or cartridge, a carrier wave as described

hereinafter, or any other medium from which a computer can read.

[173] Various forms of computer readable media may be involved in carrying sequences of

instructions to a processor. For example, sequences of instruction (i) may be delivered from

RAM to a processor, (ii) may be carried over a wireless transmission medium, and/or (iii) may

be formatted according to numerous formats, standards or protocols or the like.

[174] It will be readily apparent that the various methods and algorithms described herein may

be implemented by a controller and/or the instructions of the software may be designed to carry

out the processes of the present invention.

[175] Where databases are described, it will be understood by one of ordinary skill in the art

that (i) alternative database structures to those described may be readily employed, and (ii) other

memory structures besides databases may be readily employed. Any illustrations or descriptions

of any sample databases presented herein are illustrative arrangements for stored representations

of information. Any number of other arrangements maybe employed besides those suggested



by, e.g., tables illustrated in drawings or elsewhere. Similarly, any illustrated entries of the

databases represent exemplary information only; one of ordinary skill in the art will understand

that the number and content of the entries can be different from those described herein. Further,

despite any depiction of the databases as tables, other formats (including relational databases,

object-based models, hierarchical electronic file structures, and/or distributed databases) could be

used to store and manipulate the data types described herein. Likewise, object methods or

behaviors of a database can be used to implement various processes, such as the described

herein. In addition, the databases may, in a known manner, be stored locally or remotely from a

device that accesses data in such a database.

[176] As used herein a "network" is an environment wherein one or more computing devices

may communicate with one another. Such devices may communicate directly or indirectly, via a

wired or wireless medium such as the Internet, LAN, WAN or Ethernet (or IEEE 802.3), Token

Ring, SAP, ATP, or via any appropriate communications means or combination of

communications means or protocols such as Bluetooth™, TDMA, CDMA, GSM, EDGE, GPRS,

WCDMA, AMPS, D-AMPS, IEEE 802.1 1 (WI-FI), IEEE 802.3, SAP, SAS™ by IGT, OASIS™

by Aristocrat Technologies, SDS by Bally Gaming and Systems, ATP, TCP/IP, gaming device

standard (GDS) published by the Gaming Standards Association of Fremont CA, the best of

breed (BOB), system to system (S2S), or the like. Note that if video signals or large files are

being sent over the network, a broadband network may be used to alleviate delays associated

with the transfer of such large files, however, such is not strictly required. Each of the devices is

adapted to communicate on such a communication means. Any number and type of machines

may be in communication via the network. Where the network is the Internet, communications

over the Internet may be through a website maintained by a computer on a remote server or over

an online data network including commercial online service providers, bulletin board systems,

and the like. In yet other embodiments, the devices may communicate with one another over RF,

cable TV, satellite links, and the like. Where appropriate encryption or other security measures

such as logins and passwords may be provided to protect proprietary or confidential information.

[177] Devices in communication with each other need not be continually transmitting to each

other. On the contrary, such computers and devices need only transmit to each other as

necessary, and may actually refrain from exchanging data most of the time.



[178] Communication among computers and devices may be encrypted to insure privacy and

prevent fraud in any of a variety of ways well known in the art. Appropriate cryptographic

protocols for bolstering system security are described in Schneier, APPLIED

CRYPTOGRAPHY, PROTOCOLS, ALGORITHMS, AM) SOURCE CODE IN C, John Wiley

& Sons, Inc. 2d ed., 1996, which is incorporated by reference in its entirety.

[179] The present disclosure provides, to one of ordinary skill in the art, an enabling description

of several embodiments and/or inventions. Some of these embodiments and/or inventions may

not be claimed in the present disclosure, but may nevertheless be claimed in one or more

continuing applications that claim the benefit of priority of the present disclosure.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method comprising:

presenting a first roulette betting layout on a display;

receiving input from a player relating to a desired bet option; and

adding shortcut indicia representative of the desired bet option to the first roulette betting

layout to form a second roulette betting layout.

2. The method of claim 1 further comprising receiving second input from the player relating

to where in the first roulette betting layout the shortcut indicia is to be positioned to form the

second roulette betting layout.

3. The method of claim 1 further comprising receiving second input from the player

removing second indicia relating to a pre-existing bet option from the first roulette betting

layout.

4. The method of claim 1 further comprising monitoring wagers made by the player.

5. The method of claim 4 further comprising based on the monitoring, suggesting the

desired bet option to the player such that the player may provide the input.

6. The method of claim 1 further comprising enabling the shortcut indicia such that a player

may place a wager on the desired bet option using the shortcut indicia.

7. The method of claim 1 further comprising spinning a roulette wheel to generate an

outcome.

8. The method of claim 1 further comprising comparing the outcome to a bet made by the

player.



9. The method of claim 8 further comprising providing a benefit to the player if the outcome

matches the bet made by the player.

10. The method of claim 1 further comprising alerting the player that the player may

customize the first roulette betting layout.

11. The method of claim 1 further comprising identifying the player.

12. The method of claim 11 further comprising accessing player preferences based on

identifying the player.

13. The method of claim 12 wherein receiving input from the player comprises using

information made available by accessing player preferences.

14. The method of claim 11 wherein identifying the player comprises reading a player-

tracking mechanism provided by the player.

15. The method of claim 1wherein receiving input from the player relating to the desired bet

comprises allowing the player to select from a list of nonstandard roulette bets.

16. The method of claim 1 further comprising presenting a list of unused bet options from which

the player may select so as to provide the input.

17. The method of claim 1 wherein receiving input from the player relating to the desired bet

option comprises detecting a touch on a touch screen.

18. The method of claim 17 wherein detecting the touch on the touch screen comprises

detecting actuation of a menu item on the touch screen.



19. The method of claim 18 wherein detecting actuation of the menu item on the touch screen

comprises detecting actuation of a command to create a new bet option for the player.

20. The method of claim 1 wherein receiving input from a player relating to a desired bet

option comprises receiving input from a mobile terminal associated with the player.

2 1. The method of claim 1 wherein receiving input from a player relating to a desired bet

option comprises receiving input from a player configuration card.

22. The method of claim 1 further comprising calculating odds for the desired bet option.

23. The method of claim 22 further comprising displaying the odds for the desired bet option

to the player.

24. The method of claim 22 wherein calculating odds for the desired bet option comprises

determining how many numbers are covered by the desired bet option and referencing an entry

in a database related to how many numbers are covered.

25. The method of claim 1 further comprising enabling multi-ball betting through the second

roulette betting layout.

26. The method of claim 1 further comprising enabling multispin betting through the second

roulette betting layout.

27. The method of claim 1 further comprising allowing the player to name the shortcut indicia.



28. A method comprising:

presenting a first roulette betting layout on a display;

receiving input from a player relating to at least one bet on the first roulette betting

layout; and

rearranging the first roulette betting layout to form a second roulette betting layout based

on the input.

29. The method of claim 28 wherein receiving input from the player relating to at least one

bet on the first roulette betting layout comprises receiving input relating to a size of bet indicia

on the first roulette betting layout.

30. The method of claim 28 wherein receiving input from the player relating to at least one

bet on the first roulette betting layout comprises receiving input relating to a position of bet

indicia on the first roulette betting layout.

31. The method of claim 28 wherein receiving input from the player relating to at least one

bet on the first roulette betting layout comprises receiving input requesting removal of bet indicia

on the first roulette betting layout.

32. The method of claim 28 further comprising identifying the player.

33. The method of claim 32 further comprising accessing player preferences based on

identifying the player.

34. The method of claim 33 wherein receiving input from the player comprises using

information made available by accessing player preferences.

35. The method of claim 32 wherein identifying the player comprises reading a player-

tracking mechanism provided by the player.



36. The method of claim 28 further comprising informing the player that the player may

provide input for the rearranging.

37. The method of claim 28 further comprising accepting a wager from the player using the

second roulette betting layout.

38.. The method of claim 37 further comprising spinning a roulette wheel.

39. The method of claim 38 wherein spinning a roulette wheel comprises spinning a physical

roulette wheel.

40. The method of claim 38 wherein spinning a roulette wheel comprises spinning an image

of a roulette wheel.

41. The method of claim 38 further comprising determining an outcome based on the

spinning of the roulette wheel .

42. The method of claim 28 wherein receiving input from the player relating to at least one

bet on the first roulette betting layout comprises receiving input relating to an image associated

with the at least one bet.

43. A system comprising:

a display;

a user interface; and

a controller operatively coupled to the display and user interface and adapted to:

present a first roulette betting layout on the display;

receive input from a player through the user interface relating to a desired bet; and

add shortcut indicia representative of the desired bet to the first roulette betting

layout to form a second roulette betting layout.



44. The system of claim 43 wherein the display and user interface comprise a mobile

terminal.

45. The system of claim 43 further comprising a roulette wheel.

46. The system of claim 45 wherein the roulette wheel comprises a video roulette wheel.

47. The system of claim 45 wherein the roulette wheel comprises a physical wheel.

48. The system of claim 43 wherein the controller is proximate the user interface.

49. The system of claim 43 wherein the controller is positioned remotely from the user

interface.

50. The system of claim 43 wherein the user interface and display comprise a touch screen

display.

51. A computer readable medium comprising software with instructions adapted to:

present a first roulette betting layout on a display;

receive input from a player relating to a desired bet; and

add shortcut indicia representative of the desired bet to the first roulette betting layout to

form a second roulette betting layout.



52. A system comprising:

a display;

a user interface; and

a controller operatively coupled to the display and user interface and adapted to:

present a first roulette betting layout on the display;

receive input from a player through the user interface relating to at least one bet

on the first roulette betting layout; and

rearrange the first roulette betting layout to form a second roulette betting layout

based on the input.

53. The system of claim 52 wherein the display and the user interface comprise a mobile

terminal.

54. A computer readable medium comprising software with instructions adapted to:

present a first roulette betting layout on a display;

receive input from a player relating to at least one bet on the first roulette betting layout;

and

rearrange the first roulette betting layout to form a second roulette betting layout based on

the input.



55. A system comprising:

a user terminal comprising a display and a user interface combined into a touchscreen;

and

a controller operatively coupled to the display and the user interface, the controller

adapted to:

present a first roulette betting layout on the display with bet indicia representing

standard roulette bets;

accept input from a player through the user interface indicating the player desires

to change the first roulette betting layout by adding a nonstandard roulette bet;

add shortcut indicia for the nonstandard roulette bet to the first roulette betting

layout to form a second roulette betting layout; and

present the second roulette betting layout on the display.

56. A method comprising:

conducting game play at a roulette station by presenting a first roulette betting layout to a

player such that a player may place bets through betting indicia on the first roulette betting

layout;

receiving from the player an indication that the player desires to rearrange the first

roulette betting layout so as to facilitate placing bets by the player;

rearranging the first roulette betting layout in response to the indication such that a

second roulette betting layout is formed;

presenting the second roulette betting layout to the player; and

receiving from the player a wager through the second roulette betting layout.

57. A method comprising:

presenting a first roulette betting layout on a display;

receiving input from a player relating to removing a bet option; and

removing the bet option from the first roulette betting layout to form a second roulette

betting layout.



58. The method of claim 57 wherein receiving input from the player comprises receiving input

requesting removal of one or more column bet options.

59. The method of claim 57 wherein receiving input from the player comprises receiving input

requesting removal of one or more bet options selected from a group consisting of: even, odd,

red, black, first twelve, second twelve, third twelve, low, high, row, and column.

60. A method comprising:

accepting input from a player that defines a function to create a desired bet option

covering a plurality of numbers in a roulette game;

calculating which numbers on a roulette wheel fall within the desired bet option based on

the function; and

enabling shortcut indicia through which the player may place a wager on the calculated

numbers.

61. The method of claim 60 wherein accepting input from the player that defines the function

to create the desired bet option comprises accepting a function that references an external factor.

62. The method of claim 6 1 wherein accepting the function that references the external factor

is selected from a group consisting of: a date, a sports score, a set of prime numbers, a set of

Fibonacci numbers, previous winning numbers, previous losing numbers, winning numbers from

another game, losing numbers from another game, and a set of perfect numbers.

63. The method of claim 60 further comprising accepting a wager through the shortcut

indicia.

64. The method of claim 60 further comprising determining odds for the desired bet option.

65. The method of claim 60 further comprising determining a function that matches a

player's historical betting pattern.



66. The method of claim 61 further comprising querying the player if the player would like to

create the desired bet option.

67. The method of claim 60 further comprising accepting a request from the player to accept

input relating to defining the function.

68. The method of claim 60 further comprising allowing the player to modify the function.

69. The method of claim 60 further comprising changing a roulette betting layout to include

the desired bet option.

70. A system comprising:

a display;

a user interface; and

a controller operatively coupled to the display and user interface and adapted to:

accept input from a player that defines a function to create a desired bet option

covering a plurality of numbers in a roulette game;

calculate which numbers on a roulette wheel fall within the desired bet option

based on the function; and

enable shortcut indicia through which the player may place a wager on the

calculated numbers.

7 1. A computer readable medium comprising software with instructions to:

accept input from a player that defines a function to create a desired bet option covering a

plurality of numbers in a roulette game;

calculate which numbers on a roulette wheel fall within the desired bet option based on

the function; and

enable shortcut indicia through which the player may place a wager on the calculated

numbers.



72. A method comprising:

allowing a player to choose a skin for a terminal on which the player is playing roulette,

wherein the skin determines attributes of a roulette betting layout.

73. The method of claim 72 wherein the skin determines a selection of betting options.

74. The method of claim 72 wherein the skin determines names for betting options.

75. The method of claim 72 wherein the skin determines attributes selected from a group

consisting of: colors, fonts, icons and graphics associated within betting options, locations of

betting options, size of betting options, and auxiliary indicia.

76. The method of claim 72 further comprising accepting wagers from the player.

77. A system comprising:

a display;

a user interface; and

a controller operatively coupled to the display and user interface and adapted to:

allow a player to choose a skin for a terminal on which the player is playing

roulette, wherein the skin determines attributes of a roulette betting layout.

78. A computer readable medium comprising instructions adapted to:

allow a player to choose a skin for a terminal on which the player is playing roulette,

wherein the skin determines attributes of a roulette betting layout.

79. A method comprising:

presenting a first roulette betting layout on a display;

receiving input relating to a desired bet option; and

adding shortcut indicia representative of the desired bet option to the first roulette betting

layout to form a second roulette betting layout.



80. The method of claim 19 wherein receiving input comprises receiving input from gaming

establishment personnel.

81. The method of claim 79 wherein receiving input from gaming establishment personnel

comprises receiving input in response to a player request.

82. The method of claim 79 further comprising presenting the second roulette betting layout.

83. The method of claim 79 wherein receiving input comprises receiving input from a mobile

terminal.

84. The method of claim 79 further comprising receiving second input relating to where in

the first roulette betting layout the shortcut indicia is to be positioned to form the second roulette

betting layout.

85. The method of claim 79 further comprising receiving second input removing second

indicia relating to a pre-existing bet option from the first roulette betting layout.

86. The method of claim 79 further comprising monitoring wagers made by a player.

87. The method of claim 86 further comprising based on the monitoring, suggesting the

desired bet option to the player.

88. The method of claim 79 wherein receiving input relating to the desired bet option comprises

detecting a touch on a touch screen.

89. The method of claim 79 wherein receiving input relating to a desired bet option

comprises receiving input from a player configuration card.



90. A method comprising:

presenting a first betting layout to a first roulette player at a first roulette station;

presenting a second betting layout to a second roulette player at a second roulette station,

wherein the second betting layout differs from the first betting layout;

associating the first roulette station with the second roulette station; and

conducting game play for a single roulette game for both the first and second roulette

players using the first and second betting layouts.

91. The method of claim 90 wherein associating the first roulette station with the second

roulette station comprises positioning the stations at a single roulette table.

92. The method of claim 90 wherein associating the first roulette station with the second

roulette station comprises communicatively coupling a mobile terminal adapted to present the

first betting layout to a controller and communicatively coupling a player station adapted to

present the second betting layout to the controller.

93. The method of claim 90 wherein associating the first roulette station with the second

roulette station comprises using a single roulette wheel to determine outcomes for both roulette

stations.

94. The method of claim 90 further comprising accepting input to change either the first or

second betting layout.

95. The method of claim 90 wherein presenting the betting layouts comprises presenting the

betting layouts based on instructions from a local controller.

96. The method of claim 90 wherein presenting the betting layouts comprises presenting the

betting layouts based on instructions from a remote controller.



97. A system comprising:

a first player station adapted to present a first betting layout;

a second player station adapted to present a second betting layout, wherein the first

betting layout differs from the second betting layout; and

a controller adapted to conduct roulette game play and communicate game play

information to the first and second player stations.

98. The system of claim 97 wherein the controller is further adapted to process wagers

received from the first and second player stations.

99. The system of claim 97 wherein the controller is positioned local relative to the first and

second player stations.

100. The system of claim 97 wherein the controller is positioned remotely from the first and

second player stations.

101 . A computer readable medium comprising software with instructions to:

present a first betting layout to a first roulette player at a first roulette station;

present a second betting layout to a second roulette player at a second roulette station,

wherein the second betting layout differs from the first betting layout;

couple the first and second roulette stations to a controller; and

conduct game play for a single roulette game for both the first and second roulette players

using the first and second betting layouts.

102. A method comprising:

determining a set of bet options for a player, wherein the set of bet options comprises at

least one non-standard roulette bet;

displaying the set of bet options to the player in a betting layout; and

accepting a wager from the player based on one or more of the bet options within the set.



103. The method of claim 102 wherein displaying the set of bet options to the player

comprises displaying the set of bet options on a mobile terminal.

104. The method of claim 102 wherein determining the set of bet options comprises selecting

the set from a superset of standard and non-standard bet options.

105. The method of claim 102 wherein determining the set of bet options comprises randomly

determining the set of bet options.

106. The method of claim 102 wherein determining the set of bet options comprises

preliminarily identifying the player and composition of the set is based at least in part on

identification of the player.

107. The method of claim 106 wherein identifying the player comprises using a player-

tracking mechanism to identify the player.

108. A system comprising:

a user interface; and

a controller operatively coupled to the user interface and adapted to:

determine a set of bet options for a player, wherein the set of bet options

comprises at least one non-standard roulette bet;

display, through the user interface, the set of bet options to the player in a betting

layout; and

accept a wager from the player based on one or more of the bet options within the

set.

109. The system of claim 108 wherein the user interface comprises a mobile terminal.

110. The system of claim 108 wherein the controller is positioned remotely from the user

interface.



111. The system of claim 108 wherein the controller and the user interface are embodied in a

roulette table.

112. A computer readable medium comprising software with instructions to:

determine a set of bet options for a player, wherein the set of bet options comprises at

least one non-standard roulette bet;

display the set of bet options to the player in a betting layout; and

accept a wager from the player based on one or more of the bet options within the set.
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